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Journal of Economic Perspectives-Volume 12, Number 4-Fall 1998-Pages 73-94 

The Boundaries of the Firm Revisited 

Bengt Holmstrom and John Roberts 

W ^ thy do firms exist? What is their function, and what determines their 
scope? These remain the central questions in the economics of organi- 
zation. They are also central questions for business executives and cor- 

porate strategists. The worldwide volume of corporate mergers and acquisitions 
exceeded $1.6 trillion in 1997. It is hard to imagine that so much time, effort and 
investment bankers' fees would be spent on adjusting firm boundaries unless there 
was some underlying economic gain. Indeed, the exceptional levels of merger and 
acquisition activity over the past two decades are a strong indication that econom- 
ically significant forces do determine organizational boundaries. 

The study of firm boundaries originated with the famous essay by Coase (1937), 
who raised the question of why we observe so much economic activity inside formal 
organizations if, as economists commonly argue, markets are such powerful and 
effective mechanisms for allocating scarce resources. Coase's answer was in terms 
of the costs of transacting in a world of imperfect information. When the transaction 
costs of market exchange are high, it may be less costly to coordinate production 
through a formal organization than through a market. 

In large part thanks to the work of Williamson (1975, 1985), recent decades 
have seen a resurgence of interest in Coase's fundamental insight that firm bound- 
aries can be explained by efficiency considerations. Our understanding of firm 
boundaries has been sharpened by identifying more precisely the nature and 
sources of transaction costs in different circumstances. In the process, the focus of 

* Bengt Holmstrom is Paul A. Samuelson Professor of Economics, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts. John Roberts is Jonathan B. Lovelace Professor of 
Economics and Strategic Management, Graduate School of Business, Stanford University, 
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attention has shifted away from the coordination problems originally emphasized 
by Coase and towards the role of firm boundaries in providing incentives. In par- 
ticular, the most influential work during the last two decades on why firms exist, 
and what determines their boundaries, has been centered on what has come to be 
known as the "hold-up problem." 

The classic version of the hold-up story is told by Klein, Crawford and Alchian 
(1978); its essence is modeled in Grout (1984). One party must make an investment 
to transact with another. This investment is relation-specific; that is, its value is 
appreciably lower (perhaps zero) in any use other than supporting the transaction 
between the two parties.' Moreover, it is impossible to draw up a complete contract 
that covers all the possible issues that might arise in carrying out the transaction 
and could affect the sharing of the returns from the investment. The classic ex- 
ample, cited by Klein, Crawford and Alchian (1978), involves the dies used to shape 
steel into the specific forms needed for sections of the body of a particular car 
model (say, the hood or a quarter panel). These dies are expensive-they can cost 
tens of millions of dollars. Further, they are next-to-worthless if not used to make 
the part in question. Suppose the dies are paid for and owned by an outside part 
supplier. Then the supplier will be vulnerable to hold-up. Because any original 
contract is incomplete, situations are very likely to arise after the investment has 
been made that require the two parties to negotiate over the nature and terms of 
their future interactions. Such ex post bargaining2 may allow the automobile man- 
ufacturer to take advantage of the fact that the dies cannot be used elsewhere to 
force a price reduction that grabs some of the returns to the investment that the 
supplier had hoped to enjoy. The supplier may then be unwilling to invest in the 
specific assets, or it may expend resources to protect itself against the threat of hold- 
up. In either case, inefficiency results: either the market does not bring about op- 
timal investment, or resources are expended on socially wasteful defensive mea- 
sures. Having the auto company own the dies solves the problem. 

If the supply relationship faces more extensive hold-up problems, the best 
solution may be vertical integration, with all the parts of the body being procured 
internally rather than outside. The organization and governance structure of a firm 
are thus viewed as a mechanism for dealing with hold-up problems. 

The next section of the paper will review the two strains of work that have 
dominated the research on the boundaries of the firm: transaction cost economics 
and property rights theory. Both theories, while quite different in their empirical 
implications, focus on the role of ownership in supporting relationship-specific 

1 Thus, once the investment has been sunk, it generates quasi-rents-amounts in excess of the return 
necessary to keep the invested assets in their current use. There could, but need not, be pure rents- 
returns in excess of those needed to cause the investment to be made in the first place. 
2 The terms ex ante and ex post-"before the fact" and "after the fact" -are widely used in this literature. 
In the hold-up story, the investment must be made ex ante, before a binding agreement is reached, while 
the renegotiation is ex post, after the investment. More generally, the literature refers to negotiations 
that occur after some irreversible act, including the establishing of the relationship, as ex postbargaining. 
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investments in a world of incomplete contracting and potential hold-ups. There is 
much to be learned from this work. 

In this essay, however, we argue for taking a much broader view of the firm 
and the determination of its boundaries. Firms are complex mechanisms for co- 
ordinating and motivating individuals' activities. They have to deal with a much 
richer variety of problems than simply the provision of investment incentives and 
the resolution of hold-ups. Ownership patterns are not determined solely by the 
need to provide investment incentives, and incentives for investment are provided 
by a variety of means, of which ownership is but one. Thus, approaches that focus 
on one incentive problem that is solved by the use of a single instrument give much 
too limited a view of the nature of the firm, and one that is potentially misleading. 

We support our position first by pointing to situations where relationship- 
specific investments appear quite high and contracting is incomplete, yet the pat- 
terns of ownership are hard to explain either with transaction cost theory or prop- 
erty rights models. The comparison of traditional procurement and subcontracting 
practices across the U.S. andJapanese automobile industries is the best and most 
detailed example of this sort that we discuss. Another set of examples illustrates 
settings in which hold-up problems seem to be small, and therefore boundary 
choices must be driven by other considerations. Our examples suggest that own- 
ership patterns are responsive to, among other things, agency problems, concerns 
for common assets, difficulties in transferring knowledge, and the benefits of mar- 
ket monitoring. These suggestions are tentative, and we confess that they are mostly 
without a good theoretical foundation. They are offered in the hope of inspiring 
new theoretical research. 

We emphasize that this paper is not a survey. We make no claim to having 
been complete in either our exposition or our citations. Indeed, we are aware of 
many excellent papers that bear on our arguments or that relate to our examples 
but that we could not cite because of space considerations. We hope those whose 
work we have slighted will understand and forgive. 

Theoretical Background 

Discussions of the hold-up problem and its implications for firm boundaries 
typically list a standard string of references-including Williamson (1975, 1985), 
Klein et al. (1978), Grossman and Hart (1986), and Hart and Moore (1990) -as if 
they were the building blocks in a single coherent theory of ownership. This is not 
the case. There are certainly points of similarity, particularly that contractual in- 
completeness necessitates ex post bargaining, causing potential problems for effi- 
ciency. But the detailed logic of the stories differs, resulting in quite different em- 
pirical predictions.3 Our brief review of the transaction cost and property rights 
theories aims at highlighting these distinctions. 

' Whinston (1997) takes a close look at the empirical distinctions of transaction cost theory and property 
rights theory. 
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Modern transaction cost economics originated with Williamson. His views have 
evolved somewhat over the years. His early work (Williamson, 1975) tended to em- 
phasize ex post inefficiencies that arise in bilateral relationships-for example, 
when bargaining occurs under asymmetric information-rather than relationship- 
specific investments and hold-ups, while his later work has paid more attention to 
initial, specific investments (Williamson, 1979, 1985). But this shift in emphasis has 
not significantly affected the operational content of his theory, which remains 
premised on the idea that one can identify key dimensions of individual transactions 
such that, when described in terms of these dimensions, every transaction can be 
mapped into a most efficient institutional arrangement. 

Williamson (1985) suggests that three transaction characteristics are critical: 
frequency, uncertainty, and most especially, asset specificity (as measured by the 
foregone economic benefits of discontinuing a relationship). Each characteristic is 
claimed to be positively related to the adoption of internal governance. The basic 
logic is that higher levels of uncertainty and higher degrees of asset specificity, 
particularly when they occur in combination, result in a more complex contracting 
environment and a greater need for adjustments to be made after the relationship 
has begun and commitments have been made. A hierarchical relationship, in which 
one party has formal control over both sides of the transaction, is presumed to have 
an easier time resolving potential disputes than does a market relationship. The 
frequency of a transaction matters because the more often it takes place, the more 
widely spread are the fixed costs of establishing a non-market governance system. 

For the purpose of later comparison, we want to single out a few distinguishing 
features of Williamson's three-factor paradigm. First, it makes no reference to the 
direct costs of up-front, ex ante investments. For example, there is no differentiation 
between a case where a specialized asset costs $10 million and one in which the 
asset costs $100 million, provided that the assets in both cases are worth the same 
amount more inside the relationship than outside it. There need not even be any 
up-front expenditures at all: the original, ex ante "investment" could just be an 
initially costless choice of partner or standard or something similar that limits a 
party's later options. Williamson (1985) places particular weight on this last case, 
referring to "The Fundamental Transformation" that occurs when an exchange 
relationship moves from an ex ante competitive situation, with large numbers of 
potential trading partners, to an ex post, small-numbers one, once commitments 
have been made. The theory's indifference to the level of initial investments is 
consistent with the assumption that the carrying out of such investments is fully 
contractible (as might well be the case with the investment in automobile dies) and 
hence poses no incentive problems. 

Second, in Williamson's approach the implicit measure of asset specificity is 
the aggregate level of quasi-rents created by the investment. With two parties, say a 
buyer B and a seller S, asset specificity and aggregate quasi-rents are measured as 
V - VB - VS, where V is the capitalized value of the jointly controlled assets in a 
continued relationship and VB and Vs are the go-alone values of the individually 
controlled assets in case B and S separate. In this expression, only the sum VB + VS 
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rather than the individual values VB and Vs matters. On this account, an asymmetric 
relationship with one party in a dominant position is no different from a symmetric 
one with the same level of aggregate asset specificity. 

Third, taking the transaction as the unit of analysis runs into problems when 
one starts to consider the costs of bureaucracy and hierarchy more generally, be- 
cause these costs quite clearly relate not to one single transaction, but to the whole 
collection of transactions that the hierarchy covers (Milgrom and Roberts, 1992, 
pp. 32-33). 

Finally, Williamson treats market trade as a default that is assumed superior to 
within-organization trade unless levels of uncertainty, frequency and asset specificity 
are high enough to pull the transaction out of the market. Because the market is 
the default, its benefits are not spelled out as clearly as its costs. In transaction cost 
economics, the functioning market is as much a black box as is the firm in neo- 
classical microeconomic theory. An assortment of conditions have been adduced 
by Williamson and others to limit firm size-costs of bureaucracy, the weakening 
of individual incentives, the hazards of internal politicking, and so on-but none 
of these costs are easy to measure, and (perhaps for this reason) they have not 
played much of an empirical role.4 

A major strength of the modern property rights approach, pioneered by Gross- 
man and Hart (1986),5 is that it spells out the costs and benefits of integration in 
a manner that does not rely on the presence of an impersonal market. The theory 
takes ownership of non-human assets as the defining characteristic of firms: a firm 
is exactly a set of assets under comnmon ownership. If two different assets have the 
same owner, then we have a single, integrated firm; if they have different owners, 
then there are two firms and dealings between them are market transactions. De- 
cisions about asset ownership-and hence firm boundaries-are important be- 
cause control over assets gives the owner bargaining power when unforeseen or 
uncovered contingencies force parties to negotiate how their relationship should 
be continued. The owner of an asset can decide how it should be used and by 
whom, subject only to the constraints of the law and the obligations implied by 
specific contracts. Assets become bargaining levers that influence the terms of new 
agreements and hence the future payoffs from investing in the relationship. In 
contrast to transaction cost economics, the standard property rights models assume 
that all bargaining, including any that occurs after investments are made, is effi- 
cient. Thus, everything turns on how ownership affects initial investments, but un- 
like Klein et al. (1978), it is essential that these investments are non-contractible.6 

4 This is changing. Recently, for example, influence cost ideas (Milgrom and Roberts, 1988, 1990; Meyer, 
Milgrom and Roberts, 1992) have been used to explain observed inefficiencies in internal capital markets 
(Scharfstein, 1998; Shin and Stulz, 1998). 
5 Hart and Moore (1990) and many others have developed the property rights approach further. See 
Hart (1995). Recent additions include DeMeza and Lockwood (1998) and Rajan and Zingales (1998). 
Holmstrom (1996) offers a critical commentary. 
6 If the parties can contract on the investments, the assumption of efficient bargaining means that they 
will be made at the efficient levels, irrespective of ownership patterns. 
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To illustrate, in Hart and Moore (1990) each agent makes (non-contractible) 
investments in human capital that are complementary with a set of non-human 
assets. Each agent necessarily owns his or her own human capital. The ownership 
of the non-human assets, however, affects the incentives to invest in human capital. 
Once the investment is made, ex post bargaining determines the allocation of the 
returns from the investments. This bargaining is assumed to give each party-that 
is, the buyer B or the seller S-what it could have obtained on its own, VB or Vs, 
plus a share of the surplus created by cooperation. 

Specifically, payoffs to the parties take the form Pi = Vi + ' (V - Vi - V), i,j 
B,S, where as before Vis the capitalized value of cooperation. Ownership influences 
the separation payoffs VB and Vs since the owner of a particular asset gets to deny 
the other party the use of it if cooperation is not achieved. Ownership does not 
influence V, since all assets are in use when the parties cooperate. Neither party's 
investment affects the other's separation payoff, because if they do not cooperate 
then neither has access to the other's human capital and the investment in it. 
Individual incentives to invest are driven by the derivatives of the payoff functions 
PB and PS. If V VB + VS for all levels of investment, then individual returns to 
investments coincide exactly with the social returns, as measured by the derivatives 
of V. This case corresponds to a competitive market, because no extra value is 
created by the particular relationship between B and S; both parties would be 
equally well off if they traded with outsiders. In general, however, the social returns 
and the individual returns differ, resulting in inefficient investments. In particular, 
if the payoff functions are supermodular,7 so that the payoff to incremental invest- 
ment by one party is increasing in both the volume of non-human assets available 
to that party and the amount of the other party's investment, then there is under- 
investment. One can strengthen the incentives of one party by giving that party 
control over more assets, but only at the expense of weakening the incentives of 
the other party. There is a trade-off, because ownership shares cannot add up 
to more than 100 percent. This trade-off determines the efficient allocation of 
ownership. 

Several conclusions follow from this model. For instance, as investment by the 
buyer B becomes more important (for generating surplus V) relative to investments 
by the seller S, B should be given more assets. B should be given those assets that 
make VB most sensitive to B's investment. If an asset has no influence on B's in- 
vestment it should be owned by S. For this reason, no outsider should ever own an 
asset-that would waste bargaining chips that are precious for incentive provision. 
For the same reason, joint ownership-meaning that both parties have the right to 
veto the use of the asset-is never optimal. As a consequence, assets that are worth- 
less unless used together should never be separately owned. 

7Supermodularity of a function means that an increase in one argument increases the incremental 
return from all the other arguments. With differentiable functions, the cross-partials are all non-negative. 
In the Hart-Moore model, supermodularity refers both to human capital and to assets, so that having 
more assets implies a higher marginal return to all investments. See Milgrom and Roberts (1994). 
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While these implications regarding joint ownership, outside ownership and co- 
ownership of perfectly complementary assets are often stressed, it is important to 
keep in mind that they are easy to overturn by slight changes in assumptions. For 
instance, joint ownership may be desirable when investments improve non-human 
assets. Third-party control can be desirable if parties would otherwise invest too 
much in improving their outside opportunities to strengthen their bargaining po- 
sitions (Holmstr6m and Tirole, 1991; Holmstr6m and Milgrom, 1991, 1994; Rajan 
and Zingales, 1998). And most conclusions are sensitive to the particular bargaining 
solution being used (de Meza and Lockwood, 1998). What does survive all variations 
of the model is the central idea that asset ownership provides levers that influence 
bargaining outcomes and hence incentives. 

In contrast to Williamson's three-factor framework, there is no uncertainty 
in this model. Frequency plays no role either (although it can be introduced 
with interesting results, as in Baker, Gibbons and Murphy, 1997, or Halonen, 
1994). Most strikingly, the level of asset specificity has no influence on the allo- 
cation of ownership: the predictions of the model remain unchanged if one 
increases the total surplus Vby adding an arbitrarily large constant to it, because 
investments are driven by marginal, not total, returns. This is problematic for 
empirical work, partly because margins are hard to observe when there are no 
prices and partly because some of the key margins relate to returns from hypo- 
thetical investments that in equilibrium are never made. Indeed, as Whinston 
(1997) has noted, the extensive empirical research geared to testing William- 
son's three-factor framework casts no light on the modern property rights 
models. 

As noted earlier, a virtue of the property rights approach is that it simulta- 
neously addresses the benefits and the costs of ownership. Markets are identified 
with the right to bargain and, when necessary, to exit with the assets owned. This 
greatly clarifies the market's institutional role as well as its value in providing en- 
trepreneurial incentives. On the other hand, firms are poorly defined in property 
rights models and it is not clear how one actually should interpret the identities of 
B and S. In an entrepreneurial interpretation, B and S are just single individuals, 
but this seems of little empirical relevance. If, on the other hand, firms consist of 
more than one individual, then one has to ask how one should interpret the unob- 
served investments (in human capital) that cannot be transferred. An even more 
fundamental question is why firms, as opposed to individuals, should own any assets. 
At present, the property rights models are so stylized that they cannot answer these 
questions.8 

8 Holmstrom and Milgrom (1994) and Holmstrom (1996) argue that the function of firms cannot be 
properly understood without considering additional incentive instruments that can serve as substitutes 
for outright ownership. Employees, for instance, typically own no assets, yet they often do work quite 
effectively. In these theories asset ownership gives access to many incentive instruments and the role of 
the firm is to coordinate the use of all of them. That may also explain why non-investing parties, including 
the firm itself, own assets. 
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Investment Incentives Are Not Provided by Ownership Alone 

There is no doubt that hold-up problems are of central concern to business 
people. In negotiating joint venture agreements, venture capital contracts, or any 
of a number of other business deals, much time is spent on building in protections 
against hold-ups. At the same time, such contracts are prima facie evidence that hold- 
up problems do not get resolved solely by integration of buyer and seller into a 
single party-the firm. Indeed, there seems to be something of a trend today toward 
disintegration, outsourcing, contracting out, and dealing through the market 
rather than bringing everything under the umbrella of the organization. This trend 
has seen the emergence of alternative, often ingenious solutions to hold-up 
problems. 

Japanese Subcontracting 
The pattern of relations between Japanese manufacturing firms and their sup- 

pliers offers a prominent instance where the make-buy dichotomy and related the- 
orizing have been less than satisfactory. Although the basic patterns apply in a 
number of industries (including, for example, electronics), the practices in the 
automobile industry are best documented (Asanuma, 1989, 1992). These patterns 
have spread from Japan to the auto industry in the United States and elsewhere, 
and from autos to many other areas of manufacturing. These practices feature long- 
term, close relations with a limited number of independent suppliers that seem to 
mix elements of market and hierarchy. Apparently, these long-term relations sub- 
stitute for ownership in protecting specific assets. 

Two points of contrast in the treatment of specific investments between tra- 
ditional U.S. practice and the Japanese model present particular problems for the 
received theory. The first concerns investments in designing specialized parts and 
components. Traditional U.S. practice featured either internal procurement or 
arm's length, short-term contracting. Design-intensive products were very often pro- 
cured internally (Monteverde and Teece, 1982).9 When products were outsourced, 
the design was typically done by the automaker, with the drawings being provided 
to the suppliers. This pattern is what hold-up stories would predict, for the invest- 
ment in design is highly specific and probably cannot be protected fully by con- 
tracts; thus, external suppliers will not make such relationship-specific investments, 
for fear that they will be held up by buyers after their investments are in place. In 
stark contrast, it is normal practice forJapanese auto firms to rely on their suppliers 
to do the actual design of the products supplied. The design costs are then to be 
recovered through the sale price of the part, with the understanding that this price 
will be adjusted in light of realized volumes. 

A second contrast: traditional U.S. practice has been that physical assets specific 

' However, this pattern did not become standard until decades after the founding of the industry. Earlier, 
something akin to the practices associated now with the Japanese was the norm. See Helper (1991). 
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to an automaker's needs are owned by the automaker. This clearly applies in the 
case of internally procured items, but it also holds in cases where the assets are used 
by the external supplier in its own factory. For example, the dies used in making a 
particular car part will belong to the automaker, even though they are used in the 
supplier's plant on the supplier's presses. Again, this accords well with the trans- 
action cost story of potential hold-up by the automaker.'0 In Japan, in contrast, 
these specific investments are made by the supplier, who retains ownership of the 
dies. This would seem to present the automaker with temptations to appropriate 
the returns on these assets, once the supplier has made the relationship-specific 
investment. Moreover, because the Japanese auto manufacturers typically have a 
very small number of suppliers of any part, component or system, the supplier 
would also seem to be in a position to attempt opportunistic renegotiation by threat- 
ening to withhold supply for which there are few good, timely substitutes. 

The Japanese pattern is directly at odds with transaction cost theory. Mean- 
while, the divergence in ownership of the dies between the two countries presents 
problems for attempts to explain ownership allocation solely in terms of providing 
incentives for investment." 

InJapanese practice, explicit contracting is not used to overcome the incentive 
problems involved in outsourced design and ownership of specific assets. In fact, 
the contracts between the Japanese automakers and their suppliers are short and 
remarkably imprecise, essentially committing the parties only to work together to 
resolve difficulties as they emerge. Indeed, they do not even specify prices, which 
instead are renegotiated on a regular basis. From the hold-up perspective, the pros- 
pect of frequent renegotiations over the prices of parts that are not yet even de- 
signed would certainly seem problematic. 

The key to making this system work is obviously the long-term, repeated nature 
of the interaction.'2 Although supply contracts are nominally year-by-year, the 
shared understanding is that the chosen supplier will have the business until the 
model is redesigned, which lasts typically four or five years. Moreover, the expec- 
tation is that the firms will continue to do business together indefinitely. There has 
been very little turnover of Japanese auto parts suppliers: over a recent eleven-year 
period, only three firms out of roughly 150 ceased to be members of kyohokai, the 
association of first-level Toyota suppliers (Asanuma, 1989). 

The familiar logic of repeated games, that future rewards and punishments 
motivate current behavior, supports the on-going dealings.'3 An attempted hold-up 

"' An alternative story is more in the line of Williamson's earlier discussions emphasizing inefficiencies 
in ex post bargaining. The useful life of a die far exceeds the one-year contracting period. If the supplier 
owned the die, changing suppliers would require negotiating the sale of the die to the new supplier, and 
this could be costly and inefficient. 
" Interestingly, Toyota followed U.S. practice in supplying the dies used by at least some of the suppliers 
to its Kentucky assembly plant (Milgrom and Roberts, 1993). 
12 Taylor and Wiggins (1997) argue that these long-term relations are also the means used in thejapanese 
system to solve moral hazard problems with respect to quality. 
3 Baker et al. (1997) present a formal analysis of the choice between external and internal procurement, 
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would presumably bring severe future penalties. As importantly, the amount of 
future business awarded to a supplier is linked to ratings of supplier performance. 
The auto companies carefully monitor supplier behavior-including cost reduc- 
tions, quality levels and improvements, general cooperativeness, and so on-and 
frequent redesigns allow them to punish and reward performance on an on-going 
basis. In this sense, supplier relationships in Japan are potentially less, not more, 
locked in than in the traditional U.S. model, where at the corresponding point in 
the value chain, the supplier is typically an in-house division or department. 

Having a small number of suppliers is crucial to the Japanese system. It reduces 
the costs of monitoring and increases the frequency of transacting, both of which 
strengthen the force of reputation. Also, the rents that are generated in the pro- 
duction process do not have to be shared too widely, providing the source for 
significant future rewards. This logic underlies the normal "two-supplier system" 
used at Toyota. There is more than one supplier to permit comparative perfor- 
mance evaluation, to allow shifting of business as a reward or punishment, to pro- 
vide insurance against mishaps, and perhaps to limit the hold-up power of each 
supplier, but the number is not chosen to minimize hold-ups. 

The relationship is marked by rich information sharing, including both sched- 
ules of production plans necessary for just-in-time inventory management and also 
details of technology, operations and costs. The automakers also assist the suppliers 
in improving productivity and lowering costs: technical support engineers are a 
major part of the automakers' purchasing staff, and they spend significant amounts 
of time at the suppliers' facilities. All this in turn means that potential information 
asymmetries are reduced, which presumably facilitates both performance evalua- 
tion and the pricing negotiations.'4 

Perhaps the major problem in the system may be that the automakers are 
inherently too powerful and thus face too great a temptation to misbehave oppor- 
tunistically. Indeed, many Japanese observers of the system have interpreted it in 
terms of the automakers' exploitation of their power. One counterbalance to this 
power asymmetry is the supplier association, which facilitates communication 
among the suppliers and ensures that if the auto company exploits its power over 
one, all will know and its reputation will be damaged generally. This raises the cost 
of misbehavior. In this regard, the fact that Toyota itself organized an association 
of the leading suppliers for its Kentucky assembly plant is noteworthy (Milgrom 
and Roberts, 1993). 

An alternative solution to this imbalance would be for the automaker to own 

taking into account the important fact that long-term relational contracts can be maintained both within 
a firm as well as across firms. 
14 Strikingly, as automobile electronics have become more sophisticated and a greater part of the cost 
of a car, Toyota has ceased to rely exclusively on its former sole supplier, Denso, and has developed its 
own in-house capabilities in this area. Arguably, this was to overcome information asymmetries and their 
associated costs (Ahmadjian and Lincoln, 1997). In contrast, see the discussion of the effects of Ford's 
complete reliance on Lear for developing seats for the redesigned 1997 Taurus (Walton, 1997). 
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the dies, as in the United States. Here a property rights explanation may be useful: 
under this arrangement, the supplier would not have the same incentives to main- 
tain the dies, since it must be very hard to contract over the amount of wear and 
tear and its prevention."5 

Mini-mills, Exclusive Sourcing and Inside Contracting 
Another significant shift in the organization of production is illustrated by 

Nucor, the most successful steel maker in the United States over the past 20 years. 
Nucor operates mini-mills, which use scrap (mainly car bodies) as raw material for 
steel production. After an initial technological breakthrough, Nucor started to ex- 
pand aggressively (Ghemawat, 1995). The strategy required much capital, and to 
save on capital outlays, Nucor decided to outsource its entire procurement of steel 
scrap. Traditionally, mini-mills had integrated backwards, partly to secure an ade- 
quate supply of raw material and partly because sourcing entails substantial know- 
how and so was considered "strategically critical." Chaparral Steel, another big 
mini-mill operator, continues to be integrated backwards, for instance. 

In a break with the tradition, Nucor decided to make a single firm, the David 
J. Joseph Company (DJJ), its sole supplier of scrap. Total dependence on a single 
supplier would seem to carry significant hold-up risks, but for more than a decade, 
this relationship has been working smoothly and successfully. Unlike in the Japa- 
nese subcontracting system, there are certain contractual supports. Prices are de- 
termined by a cost-plus formula to reflect market conditions, and an "evergreen" 
contract specifies that the parties have to give advance warning (about half a year 
in advance) if they intend to terminate the relationship. Even so, there is plenty of 
room for opportunism. Despite transparent cost accounting (essentially, open 
books), DJJ can misbehave, since realized costs need not be the same as potential 
costs. Asset specificity remains significant even with the six-month warning period, 
since a return to traditional sourcing and selling methods would be quite disruptive 
and expensive for both sides. Indeed, one reason why the partnership has been 
working so well may be the high degree of mutual dependence: Nucor's share of 
DU's scrap business is estimated to be over 50 percent. 

The success of Nucor's organizational model has led other mini-mills to em- 
ulate and refine it. In England, Co Steel has gone as far as relying on its sole supplier 
to make ready-to-use "charges," the final assemblage of materials to go into the 
steel-making ovens. The production technology for charges is quite complicated: 
about 20-30 potential ingredients go into each mixture, with the mix depending 
on the desired properties of the final product, and big cost savings can be had by 
optimizing the use of the different inputs. This activity entails much know-how and 
requires extensive information exchange with the steel plant to match inputs with 
final product demand. The charges must be prepared by the supplier on Co Steel's 
premises, both for logistical reasons and to facilitate information sharing. In trans- 

"1 See Segal and Whinston (1997) for a model in the property rights spirit that is relevant to these issues. 
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action cost economics, such a cheek-byjowl situation would be an obvious candidate 
for integration. Yet, the industry is moving in the direction of disintegration in the 
belief that specialization will save on costs by eliminating duplicate assets, stream- 
lining the supply chain, and providing better incentives for the supplier through 
improved accountability. 

Related experiments of "inside contracting" include Volkswagen's new car 
manufacturing plant in Brazil, where the majority of the production workers in the 
factory are employees, not of Volkswagen, but of subcontractors that provide and 
install components and systems on the cars as they move along the line. It is too 
early to tell whether other firms will return to inside contracting, which used to be 
quite common in the United States up to World War I (Buttrick, 1952), and whether 
such a move will be successful. But evidently, even potentially large hold-up prob- 
lems have not deterred recent experimentation. 

Airline Alliances 
Another illustration of close coordination without ownership is provided by 

airline alliances, which have proliferated in recent years. Coordinating flight sched- 
ules to take advantage of economies of scope requires the parties to resolve an 
intricate set of issues, particularly ones related to complex "yield management" 
decisions on how to allocate seats across different price categories and how to shift 
prices as the flight date approaches. Information and contracting problems 
abound, and it is hardly surprising that tensions occasionally surface. For instance, 
KLM and Northwest Airlines recently ran into a dispute that had to be resolved by 
dismantling their cross-ownership structure. But interestingly, this did not prevent 
KLM and Northwest from deepening their commitment to their North Atlantic 
alliance by agreeing to eliminate, over a period of years, all duplicate support op- 
erations in the United States and Europe. With the completion of this deal, KLM 
and Northwest have made themselves extraordinarily interdependent in one of the 
most profitable segments of their business. A 13-year exclusive contract, with an 
"evergreen" provision requiring a three-year warning before pull-out, is the main 
formal protection against various forms of opportunism, but undoubtedly the real 
safeguard comes from the sizable future rents that can be reaped by continued 
good behavior. 

Why don't the two airlines instead integrate? Regulations limiting foreign own- 
ership and potential government antitrust objections are a factor, as may be tax 
considerations. However, an explanation we have been given is that airline cultures 
(and labor unions) are very strong and merging them is extremely difficult. Pilot 
seniority is a particularly touchy issue. 

Contractual Assets and Network Influence 
In property rights theory, the boundaries of the firm are identified with the 

ownership of assets, but in the real world, control over assets is a more subtle matter. 
"Contractual assets" can often be created rather inexpensively to serve some of the 
same purposes that the theory normally assigns to ownership: to provide levers that 
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give bargaining power and thereby enhance investment incentives. What we have 
in mind here are contracts that allocate decision rights much like ownership; for 
instance, exclusive dealing contracts such as Nucor's, or licensing agreements of 
various kinds. Such "governance contracts" are powerful vehicles for regulating 
market relationships. With increased disintegration, governance contracts seem to 
have become more nuanced and sophisticated. They place firms at the center of a 
network of relationships, rather than as owners of a clearly defined set of capital 
assets. 

BSkyB, a satellite broadcasting system in Rupert Murdoch's media empire, is 
an example of a highly successful organization that has created its wealth, not by 
owning physical assets, but by crafting ingenious contracts that have given it influ- 
ence over an effective network of media players. Satellite broadcasting requires a 
variety of highly complenientary activities, including acquisition and development 
of programming, provision of the distribution system (satellites, transmitters and 
home receivers) and development of encryption devices (to limit reception to those 
who pay), all of which must be carried out before the service can be offered. Other 
similarly complex and innovative systems of complements, like electric lighting sys- 
tems or early computer systems, were largely developed within a single firm. BSkyB 
instead relies on alliances with other firms. Topsy Tail is even more of a "virtual 
company." It employs three people, but has sales of personal appearance accesso- 
ries (combs, hair clips and such) approaching $100 million. Topsy Tail conceives 
of new products, but essentially everything involved in developing, manufacturing 
and distributing them is handled through an extensive contractual network. 
Benetton and Nike, to take some bigger and more conventional firms, also exten- 
sively rely on outsourcing and a small asset base. The critical asset in these cases is 
of course control of the brand name, which gives enormous power to dictate how 
relationships among the various players are to be organized. 

Microsoft and the web of inter-firm relations centered around it provide an- 
other illustration. The stock market values Microsoft at around $250 billion, which 
is more than $10 million per employee. Surely very little of this is attributable to its 
ownership of physical assets. Instead, by leveraging its control over software stan- 
dards, using an extensive network of contracts and agreements that are informal as 
well as formal and that include firms from small start-ups to Intel, Sony and General 
Electric, Microsoft has gained enormous influence in the computer industry and 
beyond. We are not experts on Microsoft's huge network of relationships, but it 
seems clear that the traditional hold-up logic does poorly in explaining how the 
network has developed and what role it serves. If one were to measure asset speci- 
ficity simply in terms of separation costs, the estimates for breaking up some of the 
relationships-say, separating Intel from Microsoft-would likely be large. Yet 
these potential losses do not seem to cause any moves in the direction of ownership 
integration. 

A similar pattern can be observed in the biotechnology industry (Powell, 1996). 
As in the computer industry, the activities of the different parties are highly inter- 
related, with different firms playing specialized roles in the development and mar- 
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keting of different products. Most firms are engaged in a large number of partner- 
ships; for instance, in 1996 Genentech was reported to have 10 marketing partner- 
ships, 20 licensing arrangements, and more than 15 formal research collaborations 
(Powell, p. 205). Significant relationship-specific investments are made by many 
parties, and potential conflicts must surely arise after these investments are in place. 
Yet the system works, thanks to creative contractual assets-patents and licensing 
arrangements being the oldest and most ingenious-but also to the force of rep- 
utation in a market that is rather transparent, because of the close professional 
relationships among the researchers. 

Firm Boundaries are Responsive to More than Investment 
Incentives 

The examples above make clear that there are many alternatives to integration 
when one tries to solve hold-up problems. The examples also suggest that ownership 
may be responsive to problems other than underinvestment in specific assets. Speak- 
ing broadly, the problems relate to contractual externalities of various kinds, of 
which hold-ups are just one. 

Resolving Agency Problems 
An example of how agency issues can affect the boundaries of an organization 

is whether a firm employs its sales force directly, or whether it uses outside sales 
agents. The best-known example here involves electronic parts companies, some of 
which hire their own sales agents while others sell through separate supply com- 
panies (Andersen, 1985; Andersen and Schmittlein, 1984). Originally, Andersen 
(1985) appears to have expected that the observed variation in this choice would 
relate to the degree of asset specificity; for example, the extent to which investment 
by sales people with knowledge about products was specific to a particular company. 
Instead, measurement costs and agency concerns turned out to be central. An em- 
ployee sales force is used when individual performance is difficult to measure and 
when non-selling activities (like giving customer support or gathering information 
about customers' needs) are important to the firm; otherwise, outside companies 
are used. 

Holmstr6m and Milgrom (1991, 1994) rationalize this pattern with a model of 
multi-task agency, in which sales people carry out three tasks: making current sales, 
cultivating long-term customer satisfaction, and gathering and relaying information 
on customer needs. If the latter two activities are important and if the three activities 
compete for the agent's time, then the marginal rewards to improved performance 
on each must be comparable in strength; otherwise, the ill-paid activities will be 
slighted. Because performance in non-selling activities is arguably hard to measure, 
it may be best to provide balanced, necessarily lower-powered incentives for all three 
activities. 
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Offering weak incentives to an outside sales agent can be problematic, however, 
because the agent may then divert all effort to selling other firms' products that 
come with stronger rewards for sales. With an employee, this problem can be han- 
dled with a salary and a low commission rate, because the employee's outside ac- 
tivities are more easily constrained and promotion and other broader incentives 
can be used within the firm to influence the agent's behavior.'6 This logic also 
explains why outside agents commonly receive higher commission rates than does 
an inside sales force. 

A less familiar illustration of how ownership responds to agency concerns 
comes from multi-unit retail businesses. Some of these businesses are predomi- 
nantly organized though traditional franchise arrangements, in which a manufac- 
turer contracts with another party to sell its products in a dedicated facility, as in 
gasoline retailing. Others, including fast-food restaurants, hotels and pest-control 
services, are organized in what is called "business concept" franchising. The fran- 
chiser provides a brand name and usually other services like advertising, formulae 
and recipes, managerial training and quality control inspections, collecting a fee 
from the franchisee in return, but the physical assets and production are owned 
and managed by the franchisee. Sometimes franchisers (like McDonald's) own and 
operate a number of outlets themselves. Finally, other businesses are commonly 
organized with a single company owning all the multiple outlets and hiring the 
outlet managers as employees. Examples are grocery supermarkets and department 
stores. What accounts for such differences? 

It is hard to see how the specificity of the assets-real estate, cash registers, 
kitchens and inventories-differs between supermarkets and restaurants in such a 
way that transactions cost arguments would lead to the observed pattern. Indeed, 
the assets involved are often not very specific at all. Alternatively, applying the Hart- 
Moore property rights model here would involve identifying non-contractible in- 
vestments that are unavailable to the other party if the franchise agreement is ter- 
minated or the store manager's employment should end. Noncontractible invest- 
ments by the center in building the brand might qualify on the one hand, but in 
many cases it is hard to see what the investments of the operator might be. For 
example, a fast-food restaurant manager might invest in training the workers and 
building a clientele, but these investments would presumably still be effective even 
if the manager were replaced by another. Further, these should also be investments 
that vary across cases in such a way that it is more important to provide the strong 
incentives of ownership to the manager of the outlet in one case and to the central 
party in the other.17 

An alternative approach based on the need to offer incentives for effort has 
been proposed by Maness (1996). This approach begins by noting that any elements 
of the retail outlet's financial costs that are sufficiently difficult to measure must 

'6 For a further discussion of the idea that low-powered incentives are a major virtue of firm organization 
and can help explain firm boundaries, see Holmstrom (1996). 
17 See Lutz (1995) for a formal model of franchising along these lines. 
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accrue to the owner of the outlet as residual claimant, because they cannot be 
passed by contract to another party. Suppose then that all costs are non-contractible 
in this sense; that is, since the level or appropriateness of various costs cannot be 
well-monitored from outside, such costs cannot be part of an agreed-upon contract. 
Then, the only possibility for payments from the owner to the other party is on the 
basis of revenues. Indeed, actual franchise fees are almost always based on revenues 
and not on costs (Maness, p. 102) and incentive pay for employee managers is also 
often based on sales. In such a structure, the employee-manager has no direct 
incentive to control costs under central ownership, while the franchiser has no 
incentives for cost-reduction under local ownership. Because the efforts of either 
party might affect costs, this creates a potential inefficiency. The solution is to lodge 
ownership with the party to whom it is most important to give incentives for cost 
control. Maness then argues that cost control in a fast-food operation is more in- 
fluenced by the local manager's efforts at staffing, training, controlling waste and 
the like, while costs in supermarkets are most influenced by the inventory and 
warehousing system, which can be centrally managed. Thus, an explanation 
emerges for the observed patterns: ownership is assigned to give appropriate in- 
centives for cost control. 

A more complex example involves gasoline retailing in the United States and 
Canada, which has been studied by Shepard (1993) and Slade (1996), respectively. 
They document a variety of contractual arrangements that are used in each country 
between the gasoline refining company and the station operator and, in the United 
States, significant variation in ownership of the station. While the physical assets 
used in gasoline retailing are quite specific to that use, a station can be switched 
from one brand to another with a little paint and new signs. Consequently, neither 
study attempted to explain the variation in contractual and ownership arrange- 
ments in terms of specific assets and hold-up. 

Both studies find that the observed patterns are consistent with the arrange- 
ments being chosen to deal with problems of inducing effort and its allocation 
among tasks. These arrangements differ over the strengths of the incentives 
given to sell gasoline and other, ancillary services like repairs, car washes, or 
convenience store items. In turn, these ancillary services differ in the ease and 
accuracy of performance measurement. The observed patterns were generally 
consistent with their being selected to provide appropriately balanced incen- 
tives. For example, Shepard's (1993) work notes that in repair services, effort is 
hard to measure and, more importantly, monitoring the realized costs and rev- 
enues by the refiner may be tricky. This should make it less likely that the refinery 
will own the station and employ the operator and more likely that an arrange- 
ment will be adopted where the operator is residual claimant on sales of all sorts, 
either owning the station outright or leasing it from the refiner on a long-term 
basis. This is what the data show. In Slade's (1996) data, the presence of repair 
did not affect the ownership of the station (essentially all the stations were re- 
finer-owned). It did, however, favor leasing arrangements, where the operator 
is residual claimant on all sales, and diminished the likelihood of commission 
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arrangements, which would offer unbalanced incentives because the operator is 
residual claimant on non-gasoline business but is paid only a small commission 
on gasoline sales. The presence of full selvice rather than just self-serve gasoline 
sales also favors moving away from the company-owned model, since it matches 
the returns to relationship-building with the costs, which are borne by the local 
operator.'8 However, adding a convenience store actually increases the likeli- 
hood of using company-owned and -operated stations in the U.S. data, which 
goes against this logic unless one assumes that monitoring of such sales is rela- 
tively easy. 

Considering a broad variety of retailing businesses more generally, LaFontaine 
and Slade (1997) document that the contractual and ownership arrangements that 
are used are responsive to agency considerations. 

Market Monitoring 
Ownership also influences agency costs through changes in the incentives for 

monitoring and the possibilities for performance contracting. A firm that is publicly 
traded can take advantage of the information contained in the continuous bidding 
for firm shares. Stock prices may be noisy, but they have a great deal more integrity 
than accounting-based measures of long-term value. For this reason, stock-related 
payment schemes tend to be superior incentive instruments. This factor can come 
to play a decisive role in organizational design as local information becomes more 
important and firms are forced to delegate more decision authority to sub-units 
and lower-level employees. Such moves require stronger performance incentives 
and in many cases the incentives can be offered most effectively by spinning off 
units and exposing them to market evaluation. 

This, at least, is the underlying philosophy of Thermo Electron Corporation 
and its related companies. Thermo is an "incubator." It finances and supports start- 
up companies and entrepreneurs within a modern-day variant of the conglomerate. 
As soon as a unit is thought to be able to stand on its own feet, it is spun off. A 
minority stake is offered to outside investors, with Thermo and its family of entre- 
preneurs (particularly the head of the new operation) retaining a substantial own- 
ership share. The principal owners of Thermo, the Hatsapolous brothers, make it 
very clear that getting to the spin-off stage is the final objective and a key element 
in their strategy to foster a true entrepreneurial spirit within the company. Besides 
making managerial incentives dependent on market information, spin-offs limit the 

1 A hold-up story is consistent with the fact that the presence of repair services favors dealer ownership 
over leasing arrangements in the U.S. data: a lessee who invests in building a clientele for repair work 
might worry that the refining company will raise the lease payments to appropriate the returns from this 
investment. This argument, however, does not do much to explain the pattern in the Canadian data, 
where the refiners own all the stations. One might also attempt to apply this logic to the choice between 
company-owned and leased stations by arguing that if the company owns the station it cannot motivate 
the employee-manager to invest in building a clientele because it will appropriate all the returns. How- 
ever, this argument is not compelling without explaining how firms in other industries succeed in mo- 
tivating their employees to undertake similar investments. 
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amount of intervention that Thermo can undertake in the independent units. This, 
too, will enhance entrepreneurial incentives.'9 

While Thermo has been remarkably successful (at least until recently), few 
companies have emulated its strategy. One likely reason is that Thermo's approach 
requires real commitment not to interfere inappropriately in the management of 
the spun-off units as this would undercut entrepreneurial incentives and would also 
destroy the integrity of the independent businesses in the eyes of outside investors. 
While laws protecting minority shareholders help to achieve this commitment to 
some extent, Thermo's founders have worked for over a decade to establish a rep- 
utation for neither intervening excessively nor cross-subsidizing their units. Another 
reason may be that Thermo has enjoyed all the benefits of a booming stock market 
since the early 1980s; it is not clear how well Thermo's strategy would work in a flat 
stock market like the 1970s. 

Knowledge Transfers and Common Assets 
Information and knowledge are at the heart of organizational design, because 

they result in contractual and incentive problems that challenge both markets and 
firms. Indeed, information and knowledge have long been understood to be dif- 
ferent from goods and assets commonly traded in markets. In light of this, it is 
surprising that the leading economic theories of firm boundaries have paid almost 
no attention to the role of organizational knowledge.2" The subject certainly de- 
serves more scrutiny. 

One of the few economic theory papers to discuss knowledge and firm bound- 
aries is Arrow (1975), who argued that information transmission between upstream 
and downstream firms may be facilitated by vertical integration. As we saw in the 
examples of Nucor and the case of Japanese subcontracting, however, this type of 
information transfer may actually work fairly well even without vertical integration. 
More significant problems are likely to emerge when a firm comes up with a better 
product or production technology. Sharing this knowledge with actual or potential 
competitors would be socially efficient and could in principle enrich both parties, 
but the dilemma is how to pay for the trade. Until the new ideas have been shown 
to work, the potential buyer is unlikely to want to pay a lot. Establishing the ideas' 
value, however, may require giving away most of the relevant information for free. 
Again, repeated interactions can help here; in fact, even competing firms engage 
in continuous information exchange on a much larger scale than commonly real- 
ized. A common example is the extensive use of benchmarking, in which the costs 
of particular processes and operations are compared between firms. But when big 

'9 See Aghion and Tirole (1997) for a model along these lines. In general, the role of firm boundaries 
in limiting interventions by more senior managers, thereby improving subordinates' incentives in various 
ways, has been a basic theme in the influence cost literature (Milgrom and Roberts 1990; Meyer et al., 
1992). 
20 In contrast, researchers outside economic theory have made much of the role of knowledge. See, for 
instance, Teece et al. (1994). 
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leaps in knowledge occur, or when the nature of the knowledge transfer will involve 
ongoing investments or engagements, the issues become more complex. A natural 
option in that case is to integrate. Any claims about the value of knowledge are 
then backed up by the financial responsibility that comes with pairing cash flow 
and control rights.2' 

We think that knowledge transfers are a very common driver of mergers and 
acquisitions and of horizontal expansion of firms generally, particularly at times 
when new technologies are developing or when learning about new markets, tech- 
nologies or management systems is taking place. Given the current level of merger 
and acquisition activity, and the amount of horizontal rather than vertical integra- 
tion, it seems likely that many industries are experiencing such a period of change. 
The trend towards globalization of businesses has put a special premium on the 
acquisition and sharing of knowledge in geographically dispersed firms. 

Two organizations that we have studied in which the development and transfer 
of knowledge are particularly central are ABB, Asea Brown Boveri, the largest elec- 
trical equipment manufacturer, and British Petroleum, the fourth-largest inte- 
grated oil company. Both firms see the opportunity to learn and share information 
effectively as key to their competitive advantage, and both operate with extremely 
lean headquarters that are too small to play a central, direct role in transferring 
knowledge across units. ABB spends a huge amount of time and effort sharing 
technical and business information across its more than 1,300 business units around 
the world through a variety of mechanisms. This would hardly be possible if these 
businesses were not under the single ABB umbrella. Similarly, BP's 100 business 
units have been encouraged to share information extensively through "peer as- 
sists," which involve business units calling on people from other units to help solve 
operating problems. BP also has a network of different "federal groups," each of 
which encourages technologists and managers from units around the world to share 
knowledge about similar challenges that they face. 

The problem with knowledge transfers can be viewed as part of the more general 
problem of free-riding when independent parties share a common asset. If bargaining 
is costly, the situation is most easily solved by making a single party responsible for the 
benefits as well as the costs of using the asset. Brand-names are another example of 
common assets that typically need to be controlled by a single entity. 

Concluding Remarks 

It seems to us that the theory of the firm, and especially work on what deter- 
mines the boundaries of the firm, has become too narrowly focused on the hold- 
up problem and the role of asset specificity. Think of arraying the set of coordi- 

21 Stuckey (1983), in his extraordinary study of the aluminum industry, reports that knowledge transfer 
was an important driver ofjoint ventures. 
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nation and motivation problems that the firm solves along one dimension of a 
matrix, and the set of instruments it has available along the other. Put the provision 
of investment incentives in column one and ownership-defined boundaries in row 
one. Let an element of the matrix be positive if the corresponding instrument is 
used to solve the corresponding problem, and zero otherwise. So there is certainly 
a positive entry in row one, column one: ownership does affect incentives for in- 
vestment. We have argued, however, that both the first column and the first row 
have many other positive elements; ownership boundaries serve many purposes and 
investment incentives are provided in many ways. 

Admittedly, most of the evidence we have offered in support of this claim is 
anecdotal and impressionistic. Our stories are largely based on newspaper reports, 
case studies, and our own consulting work and they are not the sort of systematic 
evidence one would ideally want. Nevertheless, we think that of the significant or- 
ganizational change that seems to be taking place, only a small part can be easily 
understood in terms of traditional transaction cost theory in which hold-up prob- 
lems are resolved by integration. Many of the hybrid organizations that are emerg- 
ing are characterized by high degrees of uncertainty, frequency and asset specificity, 
yet they do not lead to integration. In fact, high degrees of frequency and mutual 
dependency seem to support, rather than hinder, ongoing cooperation across firm 
boundaries. This issue deserves to be explored in future work.22 

It is also questionable whether it makes sense to consider one transaction at a 
time when one tries to understand how the new boundaries are drawn. In market 
networks, interdependencies are more than bilateral, and how one organizes one 
set of transactions depends on how the other transactions are set up. The game of 
influence is a complicated one and leads to strategic considerations that transcend 
simple two-party relationships. 

The property rights approach, with its emphasis on incentives driven by own- 
ership, may be a good starting point for investigating these new hybrid structures. 
These appear to be emerging in response to, among other things, an increase in 
the value of entrepreneurship and the value of human capital, both of which are 
features that the property rights approach can in principle model. But this ap- 
proach also needs to expand its horizon and recognize that power derives from 
other sources than asset ownership and that other incentive instruments than own- 
ership are available to deal with the joint problems of motivation and coordination. 
We do not believe that a theory of the firm that ignores contracts and other sub- 
stitutes for ownership will prove useful for empirical studies. The world is replete 
with alternative instruments and, as always, the economically interesting action is 
at the margin of these substitutions. 

22 See Halonen (1994) for a first modeling effort along these lines. 

m We thank Bradford De Long, Robert Gibbons, Oliver Hart, David Kreps, Timothy Taylor 
and Michael Whinston for their helpful comments. We are also indebted to the members of the 
Corporation of the Future initiative at McKinsey & Co., especially Jonathan Day, with whom 
we have collaborated on the issues discussed here. 
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